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FRIDAY, JULY 26
SHOULDERS OF GIANTS 

THE GRANGE WINERY, 7PM 

Debussy Quartet in G minor 
Nicole Lizée Isabella Blow at Somerset House  

Beethoven Quartet in E minor, Op. 59 No. 2 

 



Debussy - Quartet in G minor 

Today, people who go to concerts are used to hearing all kinds of 
crazy things.  Compared to even a few decades ago, we are more 
open to new sounds and new talent, we are more likely to enjoy 
the adventurous and unusual - there is little that truly shocks us.  
And this is all to the good. But with centuries of great music 
available for free on YouTube, we’re also, perhaps, less likely to 
be astonished. But in its day, “astonishing” doesn’t even begin to 
describe the new musical language that Claude Debussy 
introduced into the world, first with his shimmering and frankly 
erotic orchestral masterpiece Prélude à l'après-midi d'un faune 
and then with his harmonically off the wall string quartet.   

No less a judge than Pierre Boulez declared that Debussy’s new 
musical language marked the beginning of modern music, but 
when Debussy began his studies at the Paris Conservatoire, the 
Western musical conventions his austere professors drilled into 
him were based on the “common practice” harmonic system – the 
harmonic language of everything from Mahler’s Ninth Symphony 
to Happy Birthday that had defined Western high art music for 
over three hundred years. From the spectacular but harmonically 
basic music of the early 1600’s – think Monteverdi’s Vespers - to 
the lush, disturbing chromaticism of the 1800’s – think Tristan - all 
Western music was based on the idea that there should be, no 
matter how sophisticated the technique, only one harmony going 
on at a time.   

That system produced the miracle that is Western art music – 
Monteverdi, Bach, Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Brahms, Wagner, 
Mahler – the great names just go on and on. With such a history - 
sort of the musical equivalent of the Himalayas - what truly new 
thing could possibly be desired, or even imagined?  In the 
conservatory system of the late 1800’s, not much.   

 



It took the marvel of the Exhibition Universelle in Paris - with 
nearly 62,000 exhibitors from 35 countries and its centrepiece, the 
brand new Eiffel Tower - to awaken an idea in Debussy’s 
frustrated mind.  This dizzying new universe of art, architecture 
and especially music from non-Western cultures – what is now 
somewhat patronizingly called “world music” – was a breath of 
fresh air.  

The history of Western music changed when Debussy first heard 
the music of a Javanese Gamelan. Its unsettling non-Western 
tunings, strange scales made of different numbers of notes than 
ours, polytonal harmonies – several harmonies going on at the 
same time, quelle horreur! - and complex, overlapping rhythms 
fascinated him. This was music from a different culture, and it was 
Debussy’s genius to mix some of it into the techniques of 
“common practice” and end up with something totally original.  
The invention of a new and truly compelling musical language out 
of whole cloth is surpassingly rare, but Debussy achieved it.  What 
was more, it was astonishingly beautiful.  

“People call what I’m trying to write 'impressionism', but that’s 
totally wrong, especially when used by art critics who like to stick 
that idiotic label on Turner!" complained Debussy, loudly. He 
didn’t want his music linked with the soft-focus style of painting 
named after Monet’s painting Impression, soleil levant which had 
caused such a stir.  And Debussy was right to object.  The clear, 
concise, resonant and powerful style he introduced with his quartet 
had nothing in common with paintings of indistinct light and 
washes of colour.   

Debussy’s new music (which, despite his objections, is still called 
impressionistic) has an immense range of expression.  And it was 
no “one shot wonder.” The new language was picked up by 
composers as diverse as Lily Boulanger, Delius, Scriabin, de Falla, 
Respighi, Puccini and even Sibelius.  Hold onto your hats, or 
whatever you’re wearing in the Prince Edward County summer.  

 



Debussy’s string quartet grabs you by the lapels from its very first 
notes and says “Listen to me!  I’m amazing!”   

Beethoven - Quartet in E minor, Op 59, No. 2 

If the Debussy quartet was the beginning of modern music, the 
three Beethoven quartets Op. 59 were, if not the beginning of 
romantic music, well, they were sure banging at the door.  In 
Beethoven’s time, even the most sophisticated listeners were used 
to the balanced, proportional, civilized quartets of Haydn and 
Mozart – the very definition of the Classical Style.  As expressive 
and complex and surprising as these works could be – and they 
include some of the greatest quartets ever written - where these 
quartets started out pretty well told you where they were going to 
end up.  The listener always felt safe.   

But what would Beethoven’s listeners have made of a quartet that 
begins with two loud chords like someone barging into a room, 
slamming the door, and then…..nothing?  Into this gaping silence 
finally a theme pokes its head up hesitantly, as if from behind a 
piece of furniture, uncertain what to say after all the noise, but 
then thinks better of it and hides again.  A second attempt is made 
which again evaporates into nothing.  Finally, the quartet seems to 
find the courage to stand its ground and say something, only to be 
shocked into silence by the loud chords again.  This isn’t 
predictable and safe - we don’t have a clue where we are.  It’s as 
bizarre as a scene from Harry Potter, with Latinate charms sending 
objects and people flying off into oblivion.   

Of course, this bizarre scene eventually clarifies and Beethoven 
starts speaking in complete sentences, but the potential for 
strangeness of the three Op. 59 quartets – especially this one – 
marks a brave new world in Beethoven’s thought just as much as 
the Eroica - “Where did THIS come from?” - did in his 
symphonies and the darkly personal Appassionata did in his piano 
sonatas.   

 



A puzzled audience in 1807 couldn’t have known it, but these 
works would force a fundamental change in western music - a 
watershed in music history - from the highly sophisticated but 
“civilized” works of the so-called classical period, towards the less 
predictable, more dangerous world of the romantics.  Just as the 
Enlightenment had in it the seeds of revolution, the Viennese 
Classical Style created the harmonic foundation for Beethoven’s 
Fifth Symphony and the incredible roller coaster ride of music that 
followed in its wake.    

 



SATURDAY, JULY 27
IRONWOOD UNBOUND 

OLD CHURCH THEATRE, 7:30PM 

 
Programme to include: 

 
Pärt Fratres 

 
Dessner Aheym 

 
J.S. Bach Chaconne for solo violin 

 
Original songs by violist David Marks 

 
Orovela, a Georgian ploughing song 

Medley of  Fiddle Tunes (arr. Julia MacLaine) 
 

Sekstur from Vendsyssel (The Peat Dance)  
Old Reinlender from Sonndala (arr. Danish String Quartet) 

 
Тиха Вода (Tykha Voda), a Ukrainian folk song  
Карпацькі Візерунки (Carpathian Rhapsody)  

Fantasy from Bessarabia (arr. Carissa Klopoushak)  

 



Arvo Pärt - Fratres 

Kenneth Clark, fifty years ago, at the beginning of his famous 
television series “Civilisation,” is shown in Paris standing on the 
bank of the River Seine. He says, “What is civilisation?  I don’t 
know, I can’t define it, yet.  But I know it when I see it, and I’m 
looking at it now.”  And the camera pans over his shoulder to show 
Notre Dame Cathedral.   

People have always looked at this magnificent building in different 
ways – as an astonishing architectural achievement, as a holy 
place, as a symbol of, for lack of a better word, civilization, or 
perhaps more often now as just a destination to check off the 
bucket list.  But watching live streams of the terrible fire that 
nearly destroyed it recently, many looked at it that day with a new 
and terrible feeling, a sickening sense of desecration - the most 
acute sense of existential anxiety since 9/11.   

What does it mean when a church burns?  If this sacred place that 
has lasted eight centuries can come close to destruction in an hour, 
what can possibly be depended on?   

As Kenneth Clark went on to point out, not much, because, for all 
its outward appearances, civilization is remarkably fragile. The 
outpouring of emotion after the Notre Dame fire showed how 
deeply, when it is threatened, people feel the need for something 
that lasts, something permanent.  

At a critical point in his life, after criticisms and rejections by 
Soviet authorities, among other things, Arvo Pärt retreated into 
himself and began studying the origins of Western music in the 
medieval liturgy of the Church – the simple, reflective patterns of 
plainsong, Gregorian chant and early polyphony. Two of the 
greatest composers of this early music were members of the so-
called Notre Dame school, based at the then new cathedral.  Arvo 
Pärt began composing music of similar simplicity and stillness, 

 



music that also reflected his newly confirmed Orthodox faith.  
Popularity would’ve been the furthest thing from his mind then, 
but despite that – or perhaps because of that? – his new style of 
music became popular anyway.  

Back in the Middle Ages, John of Salisbury, Bishop of Chartres, 
said the music of the Notre Dame school “…drives away care 
from the soul and the solicitudes of life, confers joy and peace and 
exultation…and transports the soul to the society of angels.”  At 
least, the bishop said, when it was good.  Apparently much of the 
time it wasn’t.  But today, clearly enough people want to hear 
music of this reflective character to make Arvo Pärt the most often 
performed living composer in the world.   

In our aggressively secular time, many might be reluctant to 
perceive such a frankly religious effect except perhaps in a safely 
secular space.  But perceive it we do, perhaps because of the 
obvious sincerity of Arvo Pärt’s music, perhaps because of his 
world-wide fame, perhaps just because we need to.  However it 
happens, and despite many who might deny it, the perception is 
real. It will keep Arvo Pärt on top of the classical charts for the 
foreseeable future, and it will rebuild Notre Dame for the next 
eight centuries.   

Bryce Dessner – Aheym 

 
How do you even begin to get your head around a piece written by 
a rock guitarist, but for string quartet - the most classic of 
ensembles - but a rock guitarist with a master’s degree in classical 
music from Yale who, in his time off from his rock band, writes 
for some of the biggest names in classical music, and in this case, 
writes a piece inspired by the poetry of one of the few child 
survivors from WW II Warsaw – a survivor of the nightmare of 
nightmares?  Listen to the warm, lyrical sounds of his band, then 
look at the book of secretly taken photos of the Warsaw Ghetto by 
Roman Vishniak, “Children of a Vanished World” – if you can.  If 

 



nothing else, you’d have to say that Bryce Dessner has an 
unusually wide outlook on life.   

Like Arvo Pärt’s Fratres, Aheym could be called “minimalist” – 
saying the most with the simplest material. Some breezily call 
Arvo Pärt’s music “holy minimalist” (I doubt Arvo Pärt does) 
because of its reflective and religious nature.  But one would never 
call Dessner’s very different music “unholy minimalist.”  If Pärt’s 
music can be seen as devotional, Dessner’s Aheym can be seen as 
devotional also, but to a very different sacred object, and with a 
very different result.  

“Homeward” is a literal translation of the title of the piece.  But it 
comes from the longer title of a poem by the American-Yiddish 
poet Irena Klepfisz, now 78 and living in Brooklyn.  The full title 
is Di rayze aheym – The Journey Homewards. A very different 
thing.  It talks about the wall of a Jewish cemetery in Poland – 
how on one side of the wall or on the other side….it is now the 
same.  Home can never be reached, but the journey is attempted 
anyway.  

In Aheym, according to Bryce Dessner’s music, this journey is 
frantic, fierce….and hopeless. Its intense expression of 
estrangement is here, in the last stanza of the poem, and, with 
almost unbearable intensity, in the music.  The composer has 
dedicated the piece to his grandmother, who survived the war and 
eventually made her way to America.   

Astonishing and frightening, what can be said by Haydn’s 
formerly oh-so-civilized string quartet.   

 



Di rayze aheym 
 

The journey home  

    she flies 	 	  
   like a bird	 	 	  
   like a ghost 	 	 	                   
	 	  
   over the mountains	 	                    
   over the sea. 		 	                                    
   Back  
   back  
   among strangers 
   is her home. 
                             
   here 
   right here 
   she must live. 
   her memories 
   will become monuments 

 



J. S. Bach – Chaconne, for solo violin 

“I consider Johann Sebastian Bach the greatest man who ever 
lived, along with Abraham Lincoln and  

Franklin Delano Roosevelt.” 
Fats Waller 

“Bach’s solo works for violin are the greatest example in any art 
form of a master’s ability to move with freedom and assurance, 

even in chains.”             
Beethoven 

“On one stave, for a small instrument, the man writes a whole 
world of the deepest thoughts and most powerful feelings. If I 

imagined that I could’ve created, even conceived of the piece, I’m 
certain the overwhelming experience would have driven me out of 

my mind.” 
Brahms, writing to  
Clara Schumann 

“Leipzig was a bureaucratic swamp.” 
John Eliot Gardiner 

“Herr Bach is incorrigible!” 
Leipzig town council 

Eight years ago, the New York Times senior music critic Anthony 
Tommasini decided to put together a list of “The Top Ten 
Composers in History.”  Of course, this was ridiculous from the 
start - a dinner party game - and he admitted that, but because it 
would be in the pages of the national newspaper of record, written 
out of a lifetime of musical experience….well, it wasn’t totally 
stupid.  Of course, he got tons of letters saying the whole thing 
was pointless, outrageous – one well-known composer called it “a 

 



horror” (perhaps because he knew he wouldn’t be on the list?) 
another writing, “Don’t you dare leave off Mahler!”  

But Tommasini pressed on and did his list, writing about the 
intellectual and personal gauntlet he endured in the process.  No 
matter how much dodging and weaving you do, somebody still has 
to be number one. With all the great composers of the past 400 
years, how in the world do you choose “the greatest?”  But, turned 
out that wasn’t a problem – probably the biggest discovery of the 
whole project.  The real problem turned out to be deciding who 
was the second greatest composer in history, because the 
overwhelming opinion was that the greatest of all composers, ever, 
was Johann Sebastian Bach.  By a mile. No contest. 

Given the awesome competition – who could ever think of Mozart 
or Beethoven being in second place for anything - why J. S. Bach?  
Was it the incredible range of his compositions, from short, 
bouncy dances for keyboard instruments to his monumental St. 
Matthew and St. John Passions?  No opera composer of his time 
came close to those huge musical dramas.   

Was it the sheer amount of music he wrote - so much that it would 
take a lifetime just to write it all out?  Perhaps his total mastery of 
the craft of composition – the fluency and sophistication of his 
counterpoint, the creativity of his orchestration, his infinitely 
expressive harmonic invention - that Bach was both a great artist 
and a superb craftsman?  Or that he was a famous and successful 
teacher – many of his students went on to become fine players and 
composers, including several of his sons?  

Or that, on top of all this, he was the most famous virtuoso 
performer of his day, constantly astonishing his audiences with the 
rapidity and accuracy of his technique – that, when he played the 
organ, his feet were as agile of the hands of anybody else?   

Or that his astonishing personal vitality had been constantly 
challenged during all 65 years of his life by adversities of every 

 



type – losing both his parents at the age of 9, brutal schoolmasters, 
tough schools - Bach was once in a knife fight and got severely 
disciplined for it - ignorant or outright hostile employers, at one 
time actually resulting in a jail term, the sudden death of his first 
wife while he was away from home, the deaths before adulthood 
of ten of his twenty children - yes - his own sad and painful end 
from a stroke after having had two eye surgeries by a quack.  Life 
in Bach’s times was difficult for everyone, but Bach endured way 
more than his share of pain and grief – hard to believe when his 
music is so full of the sheer joy of life.    

Tommasini decided that Bach was the greatest composer because 
of all these things – Bach as the one composer who did it all – but 
also because of something else.  Because Bach’s music speaks 
from the highest place, to the deepest place.  Because no other 
composer’s music seems so totally connected to the ineffable 
source of music itself, no other composer saw so deeply into 
music, was so obedient to the foundational laws of music, yet 
wrote music so connected to individual human beings as life is 
really lived.    

To hear the Bach Chaconne played live by a masterful performer 
is a rare and marvellous thing.  This festival has rightly placed this 
great work right at the centre.  The music itself is obviously 
beautiful and the sheer feat of its performance obviously 
impressive.  That’s a lot right there.  But there are a few more 
things that are good to know.   

The “Chaconne” is a slow, austere Baroque dance. Its foundation 
is a short, solemn bass line or harmonic pattern repeated over and 
over.  It’s usually written in groups of three beats, with the stress 
on the second beat, leaving the music (and the dancer, if there is 
one) always a bit off balance, defying gravity.  Bach wrote an 
endless number of Baroque dances, not just as named dances in 
the obvious places like his dance suites for orchestra, keyboard, 
solo cello and solo violin, but Baroque dances appear unnamed all 

 



over the place in his music – the severe, monumental opening of 
the St. Matthew Passion is also a Sicilienne.  

But for some reason Bach wrote only three chaconnes in his entire 
life - the final movement of the first cantata he ever wrote - an 
early, workmanlike piece - and the two, massive, famous ones - 
the C minor organ passacaglia (a chaconne by any other name…) 
and the D minor Chaconne for solo violin. When the form 
obviously inspired his best work, why only two mature examples?  
Typically, with Bach, who knows?   

And there’s an extra mystery with the violin Chaconne.  Bach 
wrote three suites of Baroque dances for solo violin - he called 
them partitas.  Usually, Bach’s suites of dances for any instrument 
ended with a jaunty gigue, sending everyone out happy.  There’s 
no reason he couldn’t have ended his D minor partita likewise, and 
in fact the first four movements are like any other typical suite - 
Allemande, Courante, Sarabande and yes, a Gigue.  But that’s not 
the end.  The D minor solo violin partita is a bit like walking along 
a familiar street - I know this, I know that - then rounding a corner 
and OMG there’s Chartres.  

The foundation theme of Bach’s chaconne lasts four measures.  
The entire chaconne contains 64 groups of four measures, each 
growing from, commenting on, contrasting with, the preceding 
one, together forming a massive three-part, arched structure - the 
first part severe, the second part gentle and consoling, the third 
part solemn. A virtual musical cathedral.   

The whole piece should have 256 measures (64 x 4) except Bach 
adds a measure towards the end, so the total is one more - 257.  
Again, why?  Is this like the secret flaw church architects build 
into their design, since only God can be perfect?  Or is this 
something more personal?  Bach always felt a profound 
connection with numbers and number patterns. He sought their 
guidance, their inspiring limitations.   

 



And sometimes he used them as a way, again like a church 
architect, to invisibly sign his name.   

If you put numbers on the letters of the alphabet, starting A = 1, B 
= 2, C = 3 and so on, the letters of Bach’s name add up to 14.  Add 
up the digits in the number of measures in the Chaconne, 2+5+7 = 
14.  This isn’t just playing a game with this piece. Bach did this 
kind of thing all the time in his work, invisibly signing his name 
using 14 or its inversion, 41, or repeating themes a precise number 
of times to signify an important subtext.  Did Bach really add a 
measure to this monumental masterpiece just so he could, in this 
obscure way, sign his name?  Personally, I’m sure of it.  

In this piece that stands out in so many other ways - it’s as long as 
the rest of the D minor partita put together, so large and serious as 
to seem almost out of place - why should including a symbol of 
his name matter so much to Bach?      

The long-time first violinist of the great Guarneri Quartet, Arnold 
Steinhardt, has spent a lifetime studying and playing the 
Chaconne.  In his excellent book “Violin Dreams” he asks this: 

“Perhaps cathedrals are grand in order to hold the powerful 
emotions that grip us, lofty so that we can more easily reach out to 
our mysterious universe and its creator, and artful and personal in 
detail to enable us to slip into the recesses of our own souls. 
“Grand” “lofty” and “personal” are words that also describe the 
Chaconne, but what, if any, was the reason for this mighty 
cathedral of a work?” 
  
In the year Bach wrote his sonatas and partitas for solo violin - or 
at least the year when he signed the especially beautiful original 
manuscript - Bach’s employer decided to travel to Carlsbad to visit 
the spa and he asked Bach to go along with him.  It was a long 
trip.  Finally, Bach returned home only to find that, while they 
were away and out of touch, his wife  

 



Maria Barbara had died suddenly, age 35.  The funeral had already 
happened, she was already buried in the churchyard.  Bach found 
himself shocked, deeply bereaved, and suddenly a single father of 
seven.  

So, the natural question - did Bach compose the Chaconne as a 
memorial to his wife?  In Bach’s time this would have been really 
unusual. Composers then did not usually write music to express 
themselves personally, but as a craft to fill a need, such as for 
court entertainment, something for the Duke to play, or for the 
liturgy of the church service.  But German musicologist Helga 
Thoene finds the Chaconne full of references to Bach’s sacred 
works, works about death and sorrow, references Bach’s circle of 
friends would have recognized.    

When we imagine the situation we are deeply moved, but we’ll 
never know for sure why Bach wrote the Chaconne.  But Arnold 
Steinhardt talks about when he was asked to play for the funeral of 
a close friend who had died suddenly. Without a moment’s 
thought, he realized that he had to play the Chaconne.  

He felt this as a great responsibility and studied and practiced as 
much as he could.  But somehow, perhaps because of the 
responsibility he felt, the harder he worked the more the great 
piece seemed to elude him. He was close to despair that he could 
ever play it well enough to do justice to his friend.  

Then one night he dreamed that he was practicing the Chaconne, 
and out of nowhere, Bach himself appeared in front of him. “Herr 
Bach, I am having so much trouble.  What is the right tempo?  
How should I play the beginning rhythm?  What is the right 
bowing in this place?”   Bach didn’t answer.  Then Bach held out 
his arms and said, “Dance with me.” 

 



SUNDAY, JULY 28
SUMMER NOCTURNE 

HILLIER CREEK ESTATES WINERY, 7PM 

Mendelssohn String Quartet, Op. 44 No. 1 
Puccini Crisantemi 

Beethoven String Quartet, Op. 18 No. 6 

 



Mendelssohn - Quartet Op. 44. No. 1 

If Felix Mendelssohn had ever wanted to drop names at a party, 
he’d have been intolerable.  “When I played for Goethe, he said I 
was WAY more talented than Mozart!” Where does one look… 
 Robert and Clara Schumann?  Robert kissed 16-year-old Clara for 
the first time on her father’s doorstep after returning from a party 
where Mendelssohn danced with them. At the end of his short life 
Mendelssohn was working with Robert on what would have been 
the first complete edition of the organ works of J.S. Bach.  Yes, 
J.S. Bach – a name that drops with the weight of an anvil.  
Mendelssohn’s mother studied piano with Johann Kirnberger, a 
student of Bach’s – the man himself - so, when young Felix had 
his first piano lessons, she could say “My teacher heard Bach play 
it THIS way.”  Not quite the original tablets of the Ten 
Commandments, but close.  Moses Mendelssohn -  famous 
philosopher, the “German Socrates,” friend of Immanuel Kant?  
Felix’s grandfather.  Abraham Mendelssohn - wealthy banker, 
philanthropist and political activist, who, when Felix was two, had 
to escape French-occupied Hamburg in disguise for using his 
wealth to equip two Prussian battalions and help his fellow 
countrymen avoid a military blockade?  Felix’s father.  Then 
there’s Fanny Mendelssohn, Felix’s older sister, an astonishing 
prodigy on the piano considered by her parents to be even more 
talented than Felix - a first-class case of “Mom always liked you 
best.”  At a house concert, young Felix impressed by playing a 
piece from memory, only to be upstaged by his sister playing, 
from memory, all 24 preludes from the first book of Bach’s Well 
Tempered Clavier.  Still, somehow, they got along. 

In short, the Mendelssohn household – really a salon - was a 
gathering place for the highest social, intellectual and artistic life 
of Berlin. Anyone who was anyone came there, and young Felix 
impressed them all. 

 



Is it possible to be too talented?  Well, what some hear as an 
occasional shallowness in Mendelssohn’s music others see as just 
an astonishing and sometimes, frankly, annoying facility.  Felix is 
clearly having the time of his life writing down the torrents of 
perfect notes that pour from his imagination.  The opening of his 
string quartet Op. 44 No. 1 is sheer, uninhibited, joyful musical 
energy.  It just shouldn’t sound so easy! 

But the man Mendelssohn was a lot more than just his prodigious 
talent.  Unlike Beethoven and Debussy, whose tradition-defying 
music is discussed in other notes for this festival, by nature 
Mendelssohn was conservative - he guided his talent by the light 
of his much- admired predecessors.  Head and shoulders above 
them all (and, truth be told, for all great composers) was the 
towering figure of Johann Sebastian Bach, who was also, perhaps 
not coincidentally, a conservative.  Mendelssohn did not divide 
music history.  He just did his best to live up to it.    

But he was a conservative in a time of change, and a man from a 
family of deep Jewish culture that had mostly converted to 
Christianity, having given in to the practical and personal 
difficulties of maintaining their faith in institutionally anti-Semitic 
Germany.  He was baptised as a child and the family took on the 
awkwardly “Christian” last name Bartholdy – none of them liked 
it - but as an adult Felix was a prime mover in publishing his 
grandfather Moses Mendelssohn’s complete works on 
“Enlightened Judaism.” Married and the father of five, after his 
death it turned out he’d had a lengthy and passionate affair with 
the famous singer Jenny Lind – he wrote the aria “Hear Ye Israel” 
in his oratorio “Elijah” for her.  At one point he even threatened to 
kill himself if she didn’t join him - letters between them were 
discovered after her death and prudishly destroyed.   So 
underneath Felix’s polished appearance must have been a much 
more complex and conflicted person than the sunny disposition of 
his music might suggest. 

 



And the irony wasn’t lost on Mendelssohn that he, the grandson of 
one of Germany’s most famous Jewish philosophers and the son of 
a famous Jewish banker, should be the one to resurrect – quite 
literally – the intensely Christian music of J. S. Bach.  

For his 14th birthday, his grandmother had given him a hand-
copied score of Bach’s immense St. Matthew Passion.  It must 
have been one of the only ones in existence then - Bach’s own 
manuscript score covers 186 pages. The great Bach scholar 
Christoph Wolff says, “…the St. Matthew Passion is the first 
monumental work of music history still shining in a splendour 
undiminished by the passage of time. No opera, no other sacred 
work can occupy this unique place.”  

It’s hard to imagine today, but when Mendelssohn’s grandmother 
gave him one of the only existing copies of this great, great work, 
Bach’s music had been virtually forgotten. It was never played, 
never heard, only professionals knew about it, circulating in 
manuscript copies. So it was a measureless service to music that 
Mendelssohn, at the august age of 19, edited the score and parts, 
coordinated and rehearsed the players, soloists, double chorus and 
double orchestra, and conducted the first performance of the St. 
Matthew Passion since Bach’s death over 60 years earlier.   

Bach himself - obtuse and stubborn to the end - died without a 
will.  One of Bach’s sons, Carl Philipp Emanuel, managed to hang 
onto the score and parts for the Matthew Passion, and when he 
died the score went to his musical successor in Hamburg.  But 
somehow the original performing parts….walked away.  One 
doesn’t want to think too much about how all this went down, but 
eventually somebody wanted money for them and put them up for 
auction in Hamburg.  There, they were purchased by someone 
with a much more discerning and appreciative eye, none other 
than Abraham Mendelssohn.  Abraham later willed the parts to the 
Berlin Sing-Akademie, a pioneering group devoted to the 
performance of early music, and it was this group that his son 
Felix conducted in his epoch-making performance. 

 



All this shows two things if nothing else: it pays to have 
connections, and you don’t have to disturb the universe to be a 
great musician.   

Puccini - Crisantemi 

Toscanini and Puccini were sitting in a provincial Italian opera 
house (no, this isn’t the beginning of a bad joke) listening to a 
shaky performance of La Boheme.  Toscanini saw tears streaming 
down Puccini’s face and said sympathetically “I know, is so 
terrible!”  Puccini replied, wiping his eyes, “No, is so beautiful!!!” 

For sure, Puccini knew how to push our buttons like no other 
composer.  Yes, Wagner knew how to do that, too, but his operatic 
subjects are towering figures, larger than life, as is his music, and 
sometimes we almost resent its power.  But with Puccini, 
everything is human. When Rudolfo discovers that Mimi has died, 
we weep for the poor guy, when Cavaradossi declares his ardent 
love for Tosca, every man in the audience feels hopelessly 
inadequate (at least when Giuseppe di Stefano sings it), when 
Tosca sings Vissi d’arte, we could rush on stage and kill Scarpia 
ourselves, when the unknown prince defies death and sings 
Nessun Dorma, we feel like we could conquer the world.  And at 
that moment, we probably could.    

Puccini wrote three short pieces for string quartet, which are never 
played, but Crisantemi -  written in one night after hearing of the 
death of a friend - has held the stage. Crisantemi is usually played 
in a larger version for string orchestra, but the original quartet 
version is more intimate, more poignant and more clearly reveals 
its wide musical foundations.  Suddenly, is that Debussy?  As with 
the astonishing and unique Il Tramonto by Respighi – also highly 
influenced by Debussy - it really seems as if there’s nothing the 
string quartet can’t do.   

 



Beethoven - String Quartet Op. 18, No. 6 

From the earliest times of Western written music – that’s nearly a 
thousand years ago now - composers have inspired each other, 
stolen from each other and, more than they would admit, 
intimidated each other.  Brahms was famously intimidated by 
Beethoven, putting off writing his first symphony until Clara 
Schumann told him to just get on with it.  Debussy painted Ravel 
into a corner by writing his spectacular string quartet first. 
Beethoven was so intimidated by Haydn’s mountain of masterful 
string quartets that he put off writing any himself until he had 
struggled with everything else, and everyone was intimidated by J. 
S. Bach.  At least they all had good taste.   

When Beethoven was still just a ridiculously talented teenager 
stuck in provincial Bonn, he was given an all-expense-paid trip to 
Vienna to meet Mozart.  (Is it even possible to imagine Beethoven 
as a teenager? Is it even possible to imagine meeting Mozart?) 
Well, Beethoven had to imagine it, too, because as soon as he got 
to Vienna his mother got sick, so he had to turn right around and 
go home.   

So it meant a lot when he got a second sponsorship to Vienna just 
a few years later, and this time for more than just a visit. But 
young Beethoven’s hopes fell into one of the great catastrophes, 
one of the black holes of music history – Mozart, only 35, had 
died.  The revised plan was for Beethoven to study with Haydn 
himself, hence the famous – and beautiful - parting words from 
Beethoven’s first real supporter, one Count Ferdinand Ernst 
Gabriel von Waldstein: “This time hopefully you’re going to 
Vienna for good. May you receive the spirit of Mozart from 
Haydn’s hands.”  And he did.  Beats even getting into Juilliard.   

This is simply too much talent and astonishing coincidence to take 
in.  It really is. The rational, humane values of the Enlightenment, 
the overlapping lifetimes of three composers of genius, a high 

 



point in the cultural life of Vienna – whatever else, always the 
ultimate musical city – plus something else in the spirit of the 
times, all this conspired to create balanced, structured, civilized, 
conversational music now known, for better or worse, as the 
Classical Style. It also gave Western art music its stuffy and 
inaccurate popular name “classical music” but that’s a rhetorical 
disaster for another time.   

“Heroic!” “Revolutionary!” “Transcendent!” Larger-than-life 
words like this always seem to attach themselves to Beethoven’s 
music.  But early in life, Beethoven was just a talented, annoyingly 
confident, charmingly coarse but well-dressed young man, already 
admired and successful, the life of any party and always 
agonizingly in love with women impossibly far above him in 
Viennese society. J.S Bach had to work for frankly abusive 
employers, Mozart spent his short life basically as an insecure 
freelancer, Haydn – luckier - found an enlightened and humane 
patron, but, though highly respected, he was still one of the 
servants.  But Beethoven…. Ha! In his opinion, royalty should be 
grateful for the chance to support HIM.   

His six early quartets, fine as they are, don’t storm the heavens. 
He’s perfectly happy right here. The larger than life Beethoven is 
already lurking in the background, but the composer of the 
frighteningly intense Eroica Symphony, the other-worldly late 
piano sonatas, the indescribably profound late string 
quartets…..not yet.  His string quartet Op. 18 No. 6 is one of the 
last statements of the Classical Style - the most civilized music for 
the most civilized ensemble.  Just before it all went off the rails.  

 



Why a string quartet? 

Why a string quartet?  Why not three, or five, or…?  And in a 
string quartet there’s one viola and one cello, but two violins – 
how do they rate such special treatment?   

Maybe the string quartet just feels right because it reflects the four 
natural human voice ranges - soprano, alto, tenor and bass. Just 
like a choir.  Sounds plausible, but that analogy only goes so far.   

The cello has a much wider range than any human voice (or 
almost any other instrument for that matter) and good grief, it’s 
BIG.   

The viola sits off to the side like the odd man out, but when the 
viola plays the group magically sounds twice as big (choir 
directors know how hard it is to find a good tenor).  

There’s the second violin, perhaps in therapy, that knows it’s really 
the life of the party but never gets the credit.   

And then there’s the insufferable first violin, always showing off 
by launching itself high into the stratosphere, far above any human 
voice, almost dog whistle territory.  It’s their thing, you can’t stop 
them.  How does that all work?  

In Vienna - city of courtly, civilized, hypocritical conversation - 
Franz Joseph Haydn virtually invented the string quartet by 
writing an absolutely mind-boggling number of them.  Music then 
was played in small rooms, the developing musical style of the 
time just seemed – helped by Haydn’s genius – to lend itself best 
to two violins, a viola and a cello. Haydn was Mozart’s friend and 
Beethoven’s teacher – he knew some things.  Also, his livelihood 
depended on pleasing his royal employer, who liked quartets.   

 



In any case, Haydn found that the string quartet had a uniquely 
complete and resonant sound. It was also the perfect number of 
voices for a sophisticated, civilized musical conversation. Take 
one instrument away and the resulting trio sounds good enough, 
but something seems missing.   

As the new viola-playing Emperor of Japan said recently, 
“Without the viola, the harmony sounds lonely.”  Add an 
instrument to form a quintet - another viola or another cello - and 
you have a powerful ensemble that inspired Mozart and Schubert 
to create some of the greatest chamber music of all time, but with 
increasing numbers the instruments also start to lose their 
individuality.  The string quartet is just.....perfect.     

*** 

With affection and respect for my NAC Orchestra colleagues  
and for the great music they play. 

          © Winston Webber 2019 
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We would like to thank these special people for believing in us and 
for helping us build this festival to share with you: 

Margaret Campbell  

Jonathan Krehm  
Ken McKinlay 

Dr. Shailendra Verma 

 
We’re grateful for those who share their talents with us.  Special 
thanks to Winston Webber for the erudite, worldly, and zesty 
program notes, thanks to Ben van Duvendyk for the beautiful 
poster design, and thanks to Elias Dubelsten for expertly 
recording our concerts. 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Caroline and Maggie Granger  
The Grange of  Prince Edward Winery  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